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Georgia

   [image: Moldovan president Maia Sandu signing the application.]  Moldovan president Maia Sandu signing the application. © Maia Sandu  
 Georgia, Moldova Seek Fast-Track EU Membership
 The two countries follow Ukraine’s bid, despite their own vulnerability to Russia.
 4 Mar 22

   [image: Counter protesters celebrated by dancing and singing in front of parliament, where they tore down the US and EU flags and replaced them with a black iron cross.]  Counter protesters celebrated by dancing and singing in front of parliament, where they tore down the US and EU flags and replaced them with a black iron cross. © Davit Mdzinarishvili/IWPR  
 Georgia: LGBTI Activists Fear Far-Right Alliances
 Could a toxic partnership be developing between mainstream politics and extremists?
 23 Feb 22

   [image: Gia Kharchilava, the UNM candidate who triumphed in Tsalenjikha, on a campaign trail in the lead up to the elections.]  Gia Kharchilava, the UNM candidate who triumphed in Tsalenjikha, on a campaign trail in the lead up to the elections. © Gia Kharchilava's Press Office  
 Georgia’s Last Opposition Stronghold
 With the United National Movement at the helm, the region is now a test for local governance.
 11 Feb 22

   [image: Hasan has been living and studying in Georgia since 2013. After marrying a local, he decided to stay and apply for a residency permit in 2019 only to be denied. Since then, he has been involved in a three year long appeal process to overturn the decision.]  Hasan has been living and studying in Georgia since 2013. After marrying a local, he decided to stay and apply for a residency permit in 2019 only to be denied. Since then, he has been involved in a three year long appeal process to overturn the decision. © Hasan  
 Georgia: Are Migrants a Threat to Society?
 Citizens from the Middle East, Africa and Asia say that they are being routinely discriminated against when applying for residency.
 18 Jan 22

   [image: Ukrainian President Zelensky announced that he would work on returning Saakashvili to Ukraine as he would with any other Ukrainian citizen.]  Ukrainian President Zelensky announced that he would work on returning Saakashvili to Ukraine as he would with any other Ukrainian citizen. © The Ukrainian President's Official Website  
 Ukraine Fails to Come to Saakashvili’s Defence
 Experts say that internal politics and a lack of strong reaction from the West have weakened response to ex head-of-state’s arrest.
 9 Nov 21

   [image: A school in the Gali region of Abkhazia, where the de-facto government recently made the decision to ban Georgian as the language of instruction, meaning that Georgian students there will now have to learn their native tongue as a foreign language.]  A school in the Gali region of Abkhazia, where the de-facto government recently made the decision to ban Georgian as the language of instruction, meaning that Georgian students there will now have to learn their native tongue as a foreign language. © IWPR  
 Abkhazia: Georgian Now Only Taught as a Foreign Language
 All students have to learn in Russian, in a move condemned as “an obvious manifestation of racial discrimination”.
 3 Nov 21

   [image: An empty COVID-19 vaccine center in Tbilisi in late October. Georgia finds itself lagging in getting its population immunized, casting doubt on whether authorities will reach the goal of vaccinating 60 percent of the country's 3.7 million people by the end of 2021.]  An empty COVID-19 vaccine center in Tbilisi in late October. Georgia finds itself lagging in getting its population immunized, casting doubt on whether authorities will reach the goal of vaccinating 60 percent of the country's 3.7 million people by the end of 2021. © Rusudan Jakeli  
 Georgia Confronts Vaccine Disinformation
 Infections are on the rise as conspiracy theories fuel scepticism, further hobbling immunisation efforts.
 2 Nov 21

   [image: Thousands of protesters gathered in Freedom Square, in central Tbilisi, on October 14, 2021 and called for the release of former Georgian President MIkheil Saakashvili, who was arrested on October 1.]  Thousands of protesters gathered in Freedom Square, in central Tbilisi, on October 14, 2021 and called for the release of former Georgian President MIkheil Saakashvili, who was arrested on October 1. © IWPR  
 Political Polarisation Dogs Georgian Runoffs
 Enmity and toxic rhetoric dominate discourse amid a second round of critical local elections.
 29 Oct 21

   [image: The Kamaz lorries were given to Sokhumi through a Russian-financed programme. Sokhumi is 80 km away from Gali.]  The Kamaz lorries were given to Sokhumi through a Russian-financed programme. Sokhumi is 80 km away from Gali. © Lana Kokaia  
 Georgia: Landfill Overwhelms Gali Village
 Ethnic Georgians say that the de facto Abkhazia government is using their land as a dumping ground.
 8 Oct 21

   [image: A protest by the media in front of the building of the Government of Georgia following Lekso Lashkarava's death.]  A protest by the media in front of the building of the Government of Georgia following Lekso Lashkarava's death © Mediachecker.ge  
 Georgia Media Complains of Increasing Pressure
 Journalists warn that they are being targeted, with little official protection.
 5 Oct 21
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